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She is perhaps best known for her portrayal of Jill Valentine in several entries of the Resident
Evil action - horror film series. Born in Kettering , Northamptonshire , England, Guillory is the
daughter of the American folk guitarist Isaac Guillory and his first wife, English model Tina
Thompson, whom he married in Her parents moved to Fulham , London when Guillory was two,
then later to Norfolk when she was She has a half-brother named Jace, who has the same
mother. Her father adopted him. Guillory attended Gresham's School in Holt, Norfolk , [1] where
she took part in numerous school productions. In December , Guillory's father died of cancer at
the age of In , Guillory accompanied a ballerina friend to the London modelling agency Select
and was soon signed. She modelled solely to support her acting career. In , she became the
face of the Hugo Boss fragrance campaign, succeeding model Karen Ferrari and continuing the
campaign for three years. She is signed to Independent Models in London. Guillory explained
that she "became an actor because I wanted to know what it was like to be other people.
Because possibly I don't like myself", and later said "I hate acting, really hate it. I kind of fell into
it sideways She went on to say that her frustration with later film roles left her bitter, but after
seeing Helen Mirren on stage she was inspired again. In , Guillory made her screen debut in
Riders , a TV adaptation of Jilly Cooper 's novel of the same name, for which the casting
directors needed a young actress who was able to ride a horse. Before becoming a model to
support her acting career, Guillory waited tables at a club. In an interview in , she said about the
experience "Supporting my acting habit with waitressing was probably the most useful thing
I've done. During this time, Guillory decided to go on with her acting career because "I was so
scared of going to university and being with people my own age again, having been with that
tiny little sect of girls in Norfolk whose daddies were farmers and politicians, who didn't trust
me and didn't know where I was coming from". She returned to film with a more substantial role
in the thriller Sorted She portrayed Jenny Bunn, the story's virginal heroine, and gained critical
attention for her part in the period piece. Guillory was pleased to have played a more innocent
character, saying "I've played floozies, psychopaths, assassins, crackheads It's nice to do
something with a lighter touch. She was pleased to take on a larger scale film, after having
worked on low-budget independent films, and compared the experience with "finding an
unicorn in your sock drawer". In , after a friend had received a script for The Principles of Lust ,
Guillory claims she "read it and couldn't put it down, and begged to read for the part". She was
impressed by director Penny Woolcock 's unconventional style of shooting, without rehearsing
the actors, using raw takes and improvisational performances. For the role of Juliette, Guillory
performed nude in the film's sex scenes which were filmed during the first week of filming,
making her somewhat nervous. The series was mostly based on Homer 's epic poem Iliad and
focuses on the mythological life of Helen. Helen of Troy was nominated for best miniseries at
the Satellite Awards. She was cast as Jill Valentine , one of the lead characters in the video
game adaptation sequel Resident Evil: Apocalypse. The film makers had searched widely for an
actress to portray the video game character and found her in Guillory, who had to "please not
only the movie-going audience but also the gamers. And not at all afraid of being quite the sexy
minx. In , Guillory was a lead in the ensemble cast of the fantasy Eragon , the film adaptation of
the novel by Christopher Paolini ; the role reunited her with The Time Machine co-star Jeremy
Irons. She had not read the novels before filming, but after accepting the role she became a fan
of Paolini's work. Although Arya is a key character in the film, Guillory had little screen time and
went on to say jokingly: "I've been trying to explain to friends who've seen the trailer [ Guillory
acted alongside Helen Mirren , a friend of the Guillory family who was a role model when she
first had aspirations towards acting. Guillory was to be a lead in the television series The Oaks ,
expected to begin airing in She joined Bahar Soomekh , Matt Lanter , Romy Rosemont , Jeremy
Renner , Michael Rispoli and Shannon Lucio in the series, which follows the intertwining stories
of three familiesâ€”a young couple in who have lost a child, a family of four in , and a pregnant
couple in â€”who are haunted by the same spirit in their house. The television series began
filming on 5 November on location in Pasadena, California. Guillory will play Jessica, the
couple's neighbour, a woman who has Asperger syndrome who went to school with the
husband and father-to-be and shares a secret with him. She returned to a starring role in the
following film, Resident Evil: Retribution , as the main antagonist of the film. In , she joined the
main cast as scientist Natalie Yelburton in the new thriller series Fortitude , commissioned by
Sky Atlantic and set in the fictional Arctic oil settlement of the same name. In May , she
appeared as the only actor, yet playing multiple roles in the music video for Liam Gallagher 's
"Paper Crown". Guillory has also been quoted as disliking the Hollywood culture, saying she
does not wish to be part of it: [15]. I went out the other night for the first time in ages, just
because I'd been so busy. As I came out of the cinema, I ran down the street to get cigarettes,
and 30 guys followed me with cameras and shouted at me. It's all so strange. It's not a life I
really live or understand. In , Guillory began dating English actor Enzo Cilenti , [12] and they

married in In August , Guillory and Cilenti cycled five stages of the Tour de France to raise
money for charity. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. English actress and former model.
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minivans in , the Sienna was the only minivan in its class to offer AWD until the Chrysler
Pacifica was introduced with an AWD option in In late , Toyota launched the front-wheel drive
model year Sienna in the North American market as a replacement for the mid-engined,
rear-wheel drive Previa. The Sienna debuted with a 3. Built on an extended platform of the
Toyota Camry , the Sienna was appropriately marketed as the "Camry of minivans," capitalizing
on the Camry's popularity and reputation. The LE and XLE models were equipped with 2nd row
captain's chairs while the CE models came equipped with a 2nd row 2-passenger bench seat.
The seats can be easily folded and individually removed as needed. The XLE models offered
leather seats and a wood trim package. It was built in Georgetown, Kentucky. A year after its
release, the Sienna faced new competition from the redesigned Honda Odyssey minivan, which
was larger and now offered a V6 like the Sienna. In , for the model year , the Sienna underwent a
mid-cycle refresh. This update included a facelift to both front and rear fascias which added a
redesigned front grille and bumper along with revised rear taillights sporting a more modern
appearance clear-lens turn-signals as opposed to amber-coloured. Toyota also revamped the
center console area to add more usability to the HVAC controls along with new locations for the
accessory switches rear vent, power sliding doors , heated seats. The driver side sliding door
became standard on all models, although the roof rack remained optional on the CE models.
This generation was noteworthy for its impressive safety content as one of the few minivans to
offer options including front seat-mounted side torso airbags and Vehicle Stability Control.
Anti-lock braking was standard. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety rated the Sienna
"Good" in all six frontal crash test measures, which was far better than the Previa. The
reputation of this generation was marred by a class-action settlement for an engine oil sludge
problem which affected the V6 engines in many Toyota models. Symptoms of the problem
include oil smoke in the exhaust, oil quickly becoming dark or black after an oil change,
gasoline odor in the oil, high oil consumption, and eventually engine failure. Toyota assigned
Yuji Yokoya as chief engineer on the new Sienna project. The gear stick was moved from the
steering column to the center console and had a gated shift pattern. Seating for eight was
optional on lower-level trims, and the third row seating was fold-flat, [15] allowing the van to
transport 4 by 8 feet 1. The most distinguishable difference on the XLE Limited model was the
horizontal chrome bar placed above the rear license plate. Standard features included remote
keyless entry , tilt-and-telescopic steering wheel , and high solar energy-absorbing glass HSEA
on the windshield and front windows. All-wheel drive , optional on the more expensive trims
included run-flat tires. The all-wheel drive system continuously divided engine power front and

rear. The AWD version got 16 mpg city driving and 22 mpg highway driving. The turning radius
was The Sienna came standard with anti-lock braking system , brake assist , electronic
brakeforce distribution , traction control and a tire-pressure monitoring system. Side torso
airbags and side curtain airbags were standard on certain and LE and XLE trims while optional
on others, but became standard on all trims. Vehicle Stability Control initially optional on lower
trims became standard for models. All models and later receive a "Good" overall score, while
pre models without side airbags receive an "Acceptable" score for side impacts. Described by
AOL Autos as slipping a sports car in a minivan, Chief Engineer Kazuo Mori an avid autocrosser
reportedly had to overcome opposition to get the SE equipment package included in the line-up.
The previous 3. Toyota continues to offer all wheel drive in the Sienna. New features include an
optional sliding second row with "Lounge Seating" recliner style chairs, a feature previously
seen on the Lexus LS , [29] and Toyota's keyless Smart Key System with push-button start. The
rear seat entertainment option now uses a A driver's knee airbag is now standard as well. When
the second row seats are removed, the bottom of the second row seats, which is similar to a
rack, remains attached to the van floor. This means that with second row seats removed, the
floor is not flat. Toyota is the first automaker to offer a factory installed auto-access seat for
disabled people. The following is a list of differences between the Toyota Sienna third
generation models produced for Canada compared to ones produced for the United States:.
Toyota announced the fourth-generation Sienna in May as a model, and appearing for sale near
the end of It is built on GA-K platform. In addition, the Sienna can be equipped with a third
electric motor to power the rear wheels. Standard and optional family oriented features for the
Sienna include 18 cup holders, 7 USB ports, four-zone climate control, onboard Wi-Fi , rear
entertainment system, power sliding doors and liftgate, and a voice amplification system for the
driver for better communications with passengers seated in the back. Standard
driver-assistance features include adaptive cruise control, blind-spot monitoring, automated
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New York City and raised in London , she began her career as a photography model, appearing
in the pages of Italian Vogue and posing topless for the Pirelli calendar. Her acting
breakthrough came in the films Layer Cake and Alfie. Her role as The Baroness in G. Joe: The
Rise of Cobra was followed by a brief sabbatical from the screen amid increased tabloid
scrutiny. Miller's father remarried three times and moved to the Virgin Islands. Miller attended
Heathfield School , a boarding school in Ascot, Berkshire where she also used to act and play
Lacrosse. According to Celebrity Biographies â€” The Amazing Life Of Sienna Miller , she
developed a "mischievous and rebellious side" when she became a teenager, often being
"chastised" for smoking, drinking and flirting. Miller's screen debut came in the romantic
comedy South Kensington , opposite Rupert Everett and Elle Macpherson. She went on to
obtain a regular role as the combative yet caring flatmate of an NYPD detective in the television
drama series Keen Eddie With roles in two commercial films and a higher public profile due to
her relationship with actor Jude Law , marked a turning point for Miller's career. The crime
thriller Layer Cake , directed by Matthew Vaughn and co-starring Daniel Craig , featured Miller
as the love interest of a London-based cocaine supplier. While the film was acclaimed, The New
York Times described Miller as "a new It Girl who barely registers on-screen despite wearing
little more than lacey filaments that make her look like a gift meant to be unwrapped very
quickly". On her new It Girl status, she stated at the time: "I'm not very happy about it to be
honest. It makes me uncomfortable because I don't think it's as a result of having a film come
out, I think it's as a result of being scrutinised because of the relationship I'm in". Miller
portrayed a writer of illegal feminist books and the love interest of Giacomo Casanova Heath
Ledger in the period dramedy Casanova Miller has a modern, smart-girl look about her; her
Francesca is neither too tough to melt nor too glittering from the Emma Thompson school of
smarties". Her performance received lukewarm responses from the critics. Paul Taylor of The
Independent bemoaned: "She approaches an emotion with the finesse of someone beating a
carpet" and that she "brings to it all the ripe professional stage experience that can be mustered
from appearing in three movies". Miller took on the role of s socialite and Andy Warhol 's muse
Edie Sedgwick in the biographical drama Factory Girl Johnny Vaughan from Sun Online
concluded that "[i]t's Sienna Miller's star that shines brightest in this heartbreaking cautionary
tale", but Rotten Tomatoes ' critical consensus states: "Despite a dedicated performance by
Sienna Miller, Factory Girl delves only superficially into her character, and ultimately fails to tell
a coherent story. In The Mysteries of Pittsburgh , a film adaptation of writer Michael Chabon 's
novel , [18] Miller played a woman romantically involved with a rebellious bisexual man. The film
premiered at the Sundance Film Festival and received a limited release. Will you pity me when
you're back in your funky New York apartment and I'm still in Pittsburgh? I need to get more
glamorous films and stop with my indie year. Miller soon apologised and said her remarks were
taken out of context. Despite a mixed critical reception, The Hollywood Reporter critic Ray
Bennett commented that The Edge of Love is a "wonderfully atmospheric tale of love and war.
In , she also voiced a circus fox in the animated film A Fox's Tale and played an undead
newlywed in the romantic comedy Camille. Miller was cast as The Baroness in the live-action
film adaptation of the G. Joe franchise G. Joe: The Rise of Cobra , her first â€”and to date,
onlyâ€” mainstream Hollywood blockbuster. She auditioned for the part because it did not
involve "having a breakdown or [being] addicted to heroin or dying at the end, something that
was just maybe really great fun and that people went to see and actually just had a great time
seeing. By this point, Miller's skyrocketing career had been driven off course by her tabloid
notoriety. The Independent observed that her professional trajectory reached "its lowest ebb"
with G. It all felt so fucking dirt". I'm living my dream, and that's all you can ask for. At a certain
point, you have to ignore all the rest". On her performance, The Guardian stated: "Miller masters
it intermittently: an accomplishment, however incomplete". For The Independent , Paul Taylor
asserted: "Her performance as the conflicted actress-heroine is genuinely heart-tugging in the
subtle way it communicates this young woman's struggle between patriotic duty and
extra-marital desire". After her professional slump, Miller experienced what was described as a
"career revival" by journalists, [27] as in subsequent years, she went on to play more complex,
dramatic parts in a series of critically acclaimed films. People who people listen to. I've never
had that before". As part of her research, Miller who was in the early stages of pregnancy spoke
to Hedren several times during filming, and the two became friends. Miller told the Radio Times ,
"I did go through a bird attack for two hours. It pales in comparison to what [Hedren] was
subjected to, but it was pretty horrible. There were men off-camera with boxes of birds,

throwing seagulls and pigeons in my face". In , she also played a socialite in the dramedy Two
Jacks , the hysterical sister of an elementary teacher in the drama Yellow , and a housewive
looking to participate in a belly dance competition in the made-for-television film Just like a
Woman. While both films were highly acclaimed, American Sniper emerged as the
highest-grossing war film of all time. New York Daily News praised her "cocky and steely"
performance and felt that her approach to the role "works well in the Kander and Ebb songs
"Don't Tell Momma" and "Perfectly Marvelous". The New York Times found her to be
"wonderful" in her role, [43] while Time described her as "luminous and astute". In , Miller
appeared in the war film The Catcher Was a Spy as Estella, the girlfriend of Moe Berg , a catcher
for the Boston Red Sox who joined the OSS during World War II , as well as the drama American
Woman , in which she portrayed a single mother who is faced with raising her grandson after
her daughter goes missing under mysterious circumstances. American Woman , which gave
Miller some of the best reviews of her career, was her first role as the main character not
bolstered by any other actors, and marked the first time she was able to delve into a woman
character's life in "nuanced ways". I've done good supporting work in fantastic films and had to
work very hard to show something in smaller moments. I loved being able to have the space
and time to really do everything I want to with a character". Miller starred as a narcotics
detective in the action film 21 Bridges , alongside Chadwick Boseman. During an interview with
Entertainment Weekly , she said: "There's very little footage of her that I had access to. But
there were these two speeches which she gave, which were on YouTube, and another little
interview, so I really kind of based my research around that, and relied on the script because
there's just not a lot of information on her out there. But the interview and the speeches I found
really revealing". Before her professional acting career, Miller worked as a photography model.
Miller signed a two-year contract with Madrid -based denim label Pepe Jeans London. The first
ad campaign appeared on magazines in March and was shot by photographer Mikael Jansson
and stylist Karl Templer. In , Miller, along with her sister Savannah , a professional fashion
designer, launched a complete fashion label. Called Twenty8Twelve, it gets its name from
Miller's date of birth and is financially backed by Pepe Jeans. She travelled with them to the
Democratic Republic of the Congo in April and kept a blog about her experiences. Miller is an
ambassador for the UK branch of the Starlight Children's Foundation , which works with
seriously ill children and their parents. Her relationship with â€” and, for a time, engagement to
â€” actor Jude Law , after they had starred together in the film, Alfie , brought both her and her
style of dress [70] to the media headlines in the mid s. In December , Vogue featured Miller on
its front cover and described her as "the girl of the year". Dubbed by some publications as "the
new Kate Moss ", [72] Miller has been closely associated with the style of fashion that became
known as boho chic , [73] and is sometimes credited for bringing it into the mainstream.
Throughout the s, Miller gradually became much better known for her tabloid persona and her
fashion sense than her professional work. As noted by The Independent , "she was one of the
most famous young actresses of her generation, but still boasted precious little credibility in the
industry". Her affair with married actor Balthazar Getty caused a hit in Miller's popularity. While
the North American media labelled Miller a "home-wrecker", in the UK, her apparent enthusiasm
for hopping from one relationship to the next earned her the nickname "Serial Miller". Her s
career resurgence marked a turnabout in Miller's public image as audiences started to take her
seriously as an actress. There's not the same drama around me that there was". Throughout her
career, Miller has appeared in several magazines' lists of the world's most beautiful women. She
ranked 48th, 46th, 11th, 27th, and 51st in Maxim magazine's Hot Women in , , , , and
respectively. In , Miller had a highly publicised affair with married actor Balthazar Getty. I would
often find myself almost daily, I was 21, at midnight running down a dark street on my own with
10 big men chasing me. The fact that they had cameras in their hands meant that was legal. But
if you take away the cameras, what have you got? You've got a pack of men chasing a woman,
and obviously that's a very intimidating situation to be in. From Wikipedia, the free
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